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zanzibar
(WELCOME ZANZIBAR)



3 in 1 tour 
inclusive  lunch (full day)

Spice farm 
Zanzibar is known as the island of spices. With a guide, we will 
visit a spice farm. Where you can observe exotic spices and 
fruits up close. Our guardian will tell you about using herbs, 
flowers and fruits in the kitchen and traditional Medicine. 

Prison island 
We will take a boat to the island of about 30 minutes, which 
used to be a prison, and now is a shelter for giant turtles, this 
place is famous for the mighty aldabra turtles brought from 
seychelles at the beginning of the 20th century turtles, which 
weigh 400 kg and live up to 250 years, are now the most 
fantastic attractions of the island. 

Stone town
Stone town is a city with an exciting and turbulent history. 
Walking around its alleys, you get the impression that time 
has stood still. During the tour, we will see the old market, 
the house of miracles, the living stone house, the arab fort, 
and other exciting places. 

TRIP PLAN:-
-A departure from the hotel around 9:00 AM 
-About a 2-hour stay on the plantation 
-Lunch at spice farm (traditional food)
-Arrive in stone town around 13:00 PM

PRISON ISLAND THE RETURN TO STONE TOWN FOR A CITY TOUR
-Darajani market, Shopping
-Stone town tour: 
  (Town street, freddie mercury house, old post office, house of 
  miracles, forodhani gardens, old fort,  zanzibari Door, jows, Corner,
  catholic church).
-return to the hotel around 18:00 - 19:00

HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE TRIP 
-To take sunscreen and mosqyito spray
-Wear regular shoes (sandals or sneakers)
-Normal clothes (cover the shoulders and avoid 
  too skimpy clothes + Please bring comfortable shoes) 
-Present for children is recommended 

[SPICE FARM + PRISON ISLAND AND STONE TOWN]



MNEMBA SNORKELLING
-Mnemba is a private island. Unfortunately, we won't get there 
Instead, we will go to the incredible atoll surrounding the island. 
It hides beautiful coral reefs and shoals of colourful fish, water 
snails and turtles. 
-snorkeling here is a fantastic adventure and a unique opportu-
nity to swim among the shoals of fish. 
-dolphins also like this place. There is an excellent chance to 
swim with them as well. 
-Then, the so-called sunbathing awaits. Sandbank, A sandy 
island that emerges from the ocean at low tide. The white sand 
and azure waters around the island are also the perfect scenery 
for commeorative photos and lunch on one of the most 
beautiful beaches in zanzibar-Muyuni. This is one of the last 
such pristine beaches in zanzibar. It is worth visiting before 
tourists besiege it. 

NUNGWI AQUARIUM
-Nungwi is a fishing village on the northern tip of zanzibar, 
famous for producing traditional dhow boats. 
-during the trip, we will visit baraca aquarium 
- it is a small lagoon surrounded by corals. There are about 35 
sea turtles in the lagoon you will be able to swim with them. 

KENDWA BEACH
It is famous for the most beautiful, wide beaches (there are 
never large outflows here) and sunsets from beaches. 
Kedwa beach is one of the most beautiful beaches in zanzibar. 

TRIP PLAN:-
-A departure fro.Aa the hotel around 8:15 AM 
-Return to the hotel around 18:00 - 19:00 PM 

HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE TRIP 
-Please wear swimwear. 
-Please bring Masks + Fins 
-Please Bring Towels, Water Shoes, A Hat And Filters, 
 (There Will Be Plenty Of Suns) 
-It Is worth taking something to change clothes in case 
 you get wet on the boat. 

SEAFOOD SAFARI,
INCLUSIVE  LUNCH (FULL DAY) 

[MNEMBA SNORKELLING + SWIMING WITH SEA TURTLES IN 

AQUARIUM AND KENDWA BEACH]. 



JOZANI LAS
Forest it is part of the jozani chwaka bay national park and is 
one of the last rain forests in East Africa to remain in their 
natural form. 
-A trip between the various species of flora and fauna found in 
the park is an integral part of a visit to zanzibar. 
Jozani forest is a haven among tropical trees - giant baobabs, 
focuses and mangroves, the red colobus monkeys are 
undoubtedly the biggest attraction of the park. You will not find 
These monkeys frolicking between the branches of trees 
anywhere else in the world (only zanzibar)

THE ROCK RESTAURANT
The rock is built on a small coral island and is probably the only 
such restaurant in the world. At low tide, it can be reached on 
foot; with the wave's arrival, it is necessary to take a boat. 
Opened in 2012, the rock has already gained an international 
reputation and is the destination of most visitors to the island. 

PAJE BEACH
The town in the southeastern part of zanzibar is famous for the 
most beautiful ocean colours on the island. It is a favourite 
destination for kitesurfing enthusiasts due to the perfect winds 
blowing eight months a year. The colourful costumes of Maasai 
walking along the beach in combination with the blue sky, 
turquoise ocean and colourful sails remain forever in the 
memory and the photographs and you will have time to relax 
and take photos + swim.

TRIP PLAN:-
-A departure fro.Aa the hotel around 8:15 AM 
-Return to the hotel around 18:00 - 19:00 PM 

HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE TRIP 
-Please wear swimwear. 
-Please bring Masks + Fins 
-Please Bring Towels, Water Shoes, A Hat And Filters, 
 (There Will Be Plenty Of Suns) 
-It Is worth taking something to change clothes in case 
 you get wet on the boat. 

ZANZIBAR MaGIC, 
INCLUSIVE  LUNCH (FULL DAY)

(JOZANI FOREST+ THE ROCK RESTAURANT AND BEACH) 

-You WILL HAVE 30-60 MINUTES TO TAKE A PHOTO + 

   DRINK SOMETHING (BEER, JUICE OR COFFEE). 

-THEN WE WILL GO TO PAJE / JAMBIANI FOR LUNCH 



SAFARI BLUE
Safari Blue is a traditional dhow boat trip towards Menai Bay, 

which is full of uninhabited islands and picturesque 
shoals. Surrounded by the blue ocean and the sound of 
the waves, you will be able to sunbathe or walk along 
the natural paths of sand in the open waters at low tide.

Amateurs of underwater views will be able to take 
advantage of snorkeling equipment and admire the 
underwater world of the coral reef. Throughout the 
journey you will be provided with cold drinks, fruit and 
finally a tasty lunch prepared with fresh fish and 
seafood.

TRIP PLAN:-
-Departure from the hotel around 8:15 AM
-Arrival to Fumba village around 9:30 AM
-Dhow boat trip to the first island, swimming, tropical fruit treats
-Snorkeling
-Stay on the island of kwele, where the oldest baobab in the 
 Zanzibar archipelago grows, lunch in the form of seafood,
-A cruise to the lagoon  -swimming among the uplifted Coral fish 
 and mangroves
-About 4.30 PM - return to Fumba
-Return to the hotel around 5:30 PM

HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE TRIP 
-Please wear swimsuits 
-Please bring masks + fins
-Please bring towels, water shoes, hat and filters, there will be 
 plenty of sun
-It is worth taking something to change clothes in case 
  you get wet on the boat

SAFARI BLUE
 INCLUSIVE  LUNCH (FULL DAY)



CULTURAL TOUR, 
WITH LUNCH (FULL DAY) 

The tour begins in the village with a traditional trans-
port that uses a cow (car ox) to various destinations. 
We will see how the local people use natural objects in 
various daily activities and how we cure ourselves of 
various ailments using the natural methods of a 
traditional healer (shaman); we will enter local houses 
to see the real life of the people of zanibar and also try 
your skills with the villagers in their daily activities 
such as, Cooking, Fetching water from the well and
traditional dances as well as in many other activities 
that illustrate the culture and life of zanzibar.

TRIP PLAN:-
-A departure from the hotel around 9:30 AM 
-Return to the hotel around 3:30 - 5:00 PM 

HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE TRIP 
-To take sunscreen and mosqyito spray 
-Wear regular shoes (sandals or sneakers) 
- Normal clothes (cover your shoulders and avoid 
   too skimpy outfit + please bring comfortable footwear) 
- Present for residents 

THIS IS ONE OF THE TOURS THAT DESCRIBE 

THE REAL LIFE OF THE PEOPLE OF ZANZIBAR 

AND THEIR DAILY ACTIVITIES



KWAHERI

ZANZIBAR
(GOODBYE ZANZIBAR)


